Color the pictures that begin with the letter A.
Circle all the letters A.
Color the A’s and a’s yellow.
Draw a path from start to finish by following the letter A.

Start:

```
  b a M q r t Z x D C d o
  k a A a Y r a A a a l m
  p o i a U z a t R A w E
  A a a A Q m A n x A c b
  A M N F w s a D f A G h
  a f m Q a A z R a T u
  A o P S a s d o g a r E
  a a a A a W l i b A v c
  k t Z u l V t a A a h j
  t r G f b a a A X E l k
  c r a a A a P Q c m n z
  u z A t r e w a a a A Q
  i o a a A a a A P s a d
  x C B N m l k J H G A f
```

Finish:
Trace the letters!

A is for ape
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Trace the letters!

a is for actor
Color all the letters A.

I see an airplane.

I have an apple.

Look at the alligator.